CAMBRIAN REPAIR SYSTEM

1.1 REMOVE DAMAGED TILE AND HEAD NAIL FIXING.

1.2 REMOVE NIBS FROM REPLACEMENT SLATE AND SLIDE INTO POSITION

1.3 MARK AND DRILL SCREW HOLES WITH NO. 8 MASONRY DRILL, 75MM HORIZONTAL, 280MM VERTICAL (SEE BELOW, DIMENSIONS ARE A GUIDE ONLY).

1.4 ASSEMBLE THE SCREW, CAP AND WASHERS, SCREW ASSEMBLY INTO BATTEN UNTIL THE NEOPRENE WASHER WILL NOT ROTATE. DO NOT OVER-TIGHTEN THE SCREW AS YOU MAY BREAK THE SLATE.

1.5 USE TWO SCREW FIXINGS PER REPLACEMENT SLATE.

The wood screws (4.0 x 50mm S/S Countersunk) can be purchased at Travis Perkins (ref 517553). The plastic caps used to hide the head of the screw, can be purchased at B&Q (ref EAN: 0000003211106).